
Visibility and controlled access 
to your racks and servers.

Prevent unauthorized interaction or tampering with sensitive 
data center hardware throughout the entire lifecycle.

Data Center Hardware Security

CONTROLLED ACCESS

› IR based locks and coded keys
› Create user zones and

manage user permissions

VISIBILITY REPORTING

› Customer reporting provides
visibility and peace of mind

› Real time notifications of rack
entry or access

ROBUST SECURITY

› Improved physical security on
server racks

› Software that audits, reports
and sends real-time notifications
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Physical Data Security

› Assign a unique code for each environment and/or individual
› Never worry about lost or stolen keys — OneKEY is programmed to time out after 12 hours
› Create zones and manage user permissions with Access Manager

› Provides visibility and peace of mind to your customers
› Build trust with customers that secure chain of custody procedures are keeping data/racks secure
› Provide access to specific areas of your data center down to the rack-level
› Audit engagements by authorized users and unauthorized access attempts
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Rack controlled access via InVue Smart Locks
OneKey empowers employees with strong controls.

Create and manage zones with Access Manager.

InVue Smart Lock 
replaces existing 

mechanical door lock

Power transfers from 
OneKEY; no battery or power 

required for the lock

OneKEY logs key interactions; 
Access Manager reports  

key interactions

Full Access Zoned Access Rack-only Access
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› Minimizes risk of tampering
› Consumable plastic sleeves are color-coded to

identify the type/sensitivity of the drive
› One-time lock closure
› Sleeve is scanned by it’s QR code (both the

sleeve and the drive have QR codes that
must match) — scanning takes place at the
beginning and end of the process.

› Dual QR Scan joins the drive’s ID and the
Sleeve’s ID together in backend database

› Verifying both codes throughout the chain-
of-custody provide confidence in knowing if
tampering occurred — and at what point —
before end-of-life takes place

› The sleeve can be taken to an end-of-life area
within the same building or if the company is
outsourcing, it can be transported, scanned
and destroyed at the final location/destination

Secured destruction with Hard Drive Sleeves 
Safely and securely destroy sensitive information.

4. Sleeve is then taken to an end-of-life
mechanism for destruction & scanning
verification takes place once again to
verify it has not been tampered with

5. Sleeve is destroyed with drive inside 6. Proof of destruction PLUS no-tamper
verification available for review

1. Authorized personnel removes drive
from server rack

2. Drive is inserted into protection sleeve
& closed shut

3. Sleeve is scanned to ensure QR codes
match & reporting/visibility is in system




